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Why choose Media Studies at A Level?
The media is the most dynamic, innovative and influential method of mass communication of modern times. It has been
reported that adults in Great Britain are consuming media for almost 8 hours a day. That’s 8 hours a day watching films and
television, reading newspapers, and sifting through online media. Within that time, we are bombarded by other people’s
representations of the world and how we respond to these representations can affect our perceptions of people, places and
society, of politics and culture, of ourselves and of our place in the world. Media Studies is a vital tool necessary to
understanding the media’s significance and its power.
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“In our media-saturated age, it’s vital that young people can evaluate competing sources of information, and communicate
effectively within a fast-changing digital environment. This isn’t just a matter of easy-to-learn skills. They need critical
knowledge of media texts, audiences and digital culture, and of the complex political economy and technology which
underpin them.”
PROFESSOR SONIA LIVINGSTONE, OBE, LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
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What will I study?
As a GCE Media Studies student, you will analyse how media products use language and representations to create meaning.
You will learn about the media industry and how the industry affects how media products are made. You will investigate
media audiences, exploring who are the people who watch, read and consume the products and considering how different
people might respond to products differently, and why. You will study many different media forms, such as:
Television
Online Media
Advertising and Marketing
Film Marketing
Magazines
Newspapers
Social and Participatory Media
Music Video
Radio
Video Games
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How will I be assessed?
Assessment will comprise of a mixture of examined and non-examined assessment.
Component 1
AS Level: Written examination:
1 hour 45mins, 35% of qualification
A Level: Written examination:
2 hours 15 mins, 35% of qualification
Component 2
AS Level: Written examination:
2 hours, 35% of qualification
A Level: Written examination:
2 hours 30 mins, 35% of qualification
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Where might Media Studies take me?
Over one hundred universities offer courses in Media, Communications and Cultural Studies in the UK. A GCE in Media
Studies helps you to progress to these courses, as well as to those in other areas such English, Humanities and Social
Sciences. There is a huge array of career opportunities in the media, which is an industry that is growing at an exponential
rate. According to accountancy giant PwC’s latest Global Entertainment & Media Outlook 2018-2022, the entertainment and
media sector will be worth £76 billion by 20212 and the video games sector is currently valued at more than half the UK’s
whole entertainment industry3. If you are looking for a job in this area, studying Media at GCE and at degree level is a route
into careers such as TV and film production, advertising, journalism, interactive media, and digital marketing. It could help
to provide you with the foundation to secure roles in technical production, special effects, web design and post- production.
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What do you think Marie Antoinette is
feeling in this shot?
Consider her position in the frame.
Consider the décor of the room she is in.
Why do you think the curtains are slightly drawn?
Is the small statue in the left hand corner important?
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Screenplay Format.
Could you use this format
to create a screenplay?
Remember these tips:
Always write in present tense
One page = one minute of
screen time
Limit character dialogue
to four lines or less if possible
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http://download.cnet.com/GIMP/3000-2192_4-10073935.html – excellent free digital imaging program as an alternative to
Photoshop
http://www.wikipedia.org – a good starting point for most media topics
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media – an excellent source for articles about issues in the media
http://www.bfi.org.uk – the official website for the British Film Institute
http://www.mediaknowall.com – contains useful material on many GCSE and A Level topics
http://www.imdb.com – the most detailed online movie database with information about almost very film ever made
http://www.comingsoon.net – excellent source of information about film campaigns
http://www.moviepreviewguide.com – a great site which lists all upcoming films in the UK.
www.launchingfilms.com – everything you need to know and understand about film distribution in the UK
www.bafta.org – the homepage for the British Academy of Film and Television Arts
https://www.wjec.co.uk/qualifications/film-studies/eduqas-film-studies-as-level-from-2017/ -links to the eduqas site
https://www.filminquiry.com/ - excellent film site
https://lwlies.com/ -beautifully designed film site
https://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/sight-sound-magazine – the BFI’s flagship magazine
https://www.illuminatepublishing.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=156 – text books & revision
guides
https://www.markkermode.co.uk/ - the UK’s leading film critic
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